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	Super C    
 | Image            = Super C - NES - USA.jpg
 | ImageDescription = NES - USA - 1st Edition.

 22 KB (3,818 words) - 19:15, 17 March 2024

	Mario Kart 64    
...developed and published by [[Nintendo]] for the [[Nintendo 64]] on 1996-12-14. It's the second game in the [[Mario Kart (universe)|''Mario Kart'' serie
 | Finished = 150cc 2021-11-18 \ Extra mode on 2021-11-21.

 11 KB (1,859 words) - 16:32, 13 March 2024

	NES Advantage    
[[Image:NES Advantage - Controller.jpg|thumb|256x256px|The NES Advantage.]]
...de the [[NES Max]]. It uses an arcade style digital joystick instead of a D-pad, has turbo buttons with adjustable rates, a slow button, and the ability

 6 KB (921 words) - 10:33, 26 September 2023

	Times of Lore    
 | ImageDescription = MS-DOS - USA - 1st edition.
...atform|Atari ST}}, {{Platform|Commodore 64}}, {{Platform|DOS}}, {{Platform|NES}}, {{Platform|ZX Spectrum}}

 10 KB (1,654 words) - 09:05, 14 March 2024

	Pinball Quest    
 | Image            = Pinball Quest - NES - USA.jpg
 | Platforms        = {{Platform|NES}}

 6 KB (796 words) - 16:39, 13 March 2024

	Bubble Bobble    
 | Image            = Bubble Bobble - NES - USA.jpg
 | ImageDescription = NES - USA - 1st edition.

 10 KB (1,513 words) - 15:51, 12 March 2024

	Nintendo 64    
...sole]] developed and sold by [[Nintendo]]. It was first released on 1996-06-23 in Japan and North America. It was the last Nintendo home console to use 
...re were a couple of great games released solely for the platform that took advantage of the new hardware.

 7 KB (1,112 words) - 12:14, 22 February 2024

	NES Max    
[[Image:NES Max - Controller.jpg|thumb|256x256px|The NES Max.]]
...s still digital, the cycloid allows for smoother changes in direction. The NES Max also adds turbo buttons for the A and B buttons.

 2 KB (402 words) - 18:26, 26 December 2020

	King's Quest V: Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder!    
...= King's Quest V - Absence Makes the Heart Go Yonder! - DOS - USA - CD-ROM.jpg
 | ImageDescription = MS-DOS - USA - Re-release.

 14 KB (2,184 words) - 16:21, 7 March 2024

	Ring King    
 | Image            = Ring King - NES - USA.jpg
 | ImageDescription = NES - USA - 1st edition.

 9 KB (1,327 words) - 16:43, 13 March 2024

	Double Dribble    
...sk System}}, {{Platform|Game Boy}}, {{Platform|NES}}, {{Platform|PlayChoice-10}}
...sed side-view perspective, and the game's gimmick is to show a large zoomed-in graphic of players when they dunk the ball.

 9 KB (1,322 words) - 16:22, 12 March 2024

	Double Dragon II: The Revenge (NES)    
 | Image            = Double Dragon II - Revenge, The - NES - USA.jpg
 | ImageDescription = NES - USA - 1st edition.

 8 KB (1,203 words) - 16:22, 12 March 2024

	SimCity    
 | ImageDescription = MS-DOS - USA - 1st edition.
...}, {{Platform|NES}}, {{Platform|OS/2}}, {{Platform|Palm OS}}, {{Platform|PC-9800}}, {{Platform|Sharp X68000}}, {{Platform|Symbian}}, {{Platform|Windows}

 7 KB (1,075 words) - 17:36, 7 March 2024

	Yume Kojo: Doki Doki Panic    
...ed and published by [[Nintendo]] for the [[Famicom Disk System]] on 1987-07-10. In the game, the player controls an Arabian family whose two youngest me
...ch demo would be a good fit. Using Miyamoto's team, they eliminated the two-player aspects of the game, added horizontal scrolling, gave it a ''Yume Koj

 10 KB (1,672 words) - 17:57, 7 March 2024

	Super Bomberman    
...dson Soft]] for the [[Super Nintendo Entertainment System|SNES]] on 1993-04-28, and is the eleventh game in the [[Bomberman (universe)|''Bomberman'' ser
...s in various mazes. Although the overall formula is the same, and the power-ups are familiar, this game has a whole new set of stages and bosses.

 8 KB (1,174 words) - 19:31, 13 March 2024

	Super Game Boy    
...zels around the screen, and second player input, though not all games took advantage of all these features.
...into the game assuming the Super Game Boy would eventually be able to take advantage of it.

 5 KB (840 words) - 09:02, 28 September 2022

	Shanghai (video game)    
...m|Sharp X68000}}, {{Platform|TRS-80 Color Computer}}, {{Platform|TurboGrafx-16}}
...uzzle video game|Puzzle}}, {{VideoGameGenre|Single-screen video game|Single-screen}}

 10 KB (1,576 words) - 20:43, 19 March 2024

	Rampage    
...atform|Lynx}}, {{Platform|Master System}}, {{Platform|NES}}, {{Platform|TRS-80 Color Computer}}, {{Platform|ZX Spectrum}}
 | Multiplayer      = {{GameMultiplayer|Simultaneous co-op}}, {{GameMultiplayer|Simultaneous versus}}

 8 KB (1,242 words) - 16:42, 13 March 2024

	The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (Game Boy Color)    
...censed video game|Licensed}}, {{VideoGameGenre|Multi-genre video game|Multi-genre}}, {{VideoGameGenre|Platformer|Platformer}}
 | Finished = 2021-11-23.

 4 KB (526 words) - 14:47, 7 March 2024
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